
What is a space suit? 
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First, it is important to realize that there are numerous types of space suits developed throughout 

history for different purposes in space by different countries for different missions starting from 

the first space suit worn by Russian cosmonaut Yuri Gagarin on the first manned mission to 

space in 1961 until today space suits. They are indispensable equipment in space exploration and 

investigation. They are protective attire useful to astronauts to accomplish scientific experiments 

and repair outer space machinery on the ISS. 

Temperatures in outer space fluctuate between 121 degree centigrade and -232 degree 

centigrade. Outer space is also a vacuum which creates negative pressure that is not conducive to 

the human body to survive. A space suit must accomplish several functions including: it must 

provide stable atmospheric pressure; a cooling and temperature regulation mechanism; efficient 

mobility for work; effective circulation of oxygen and carbon dioxide; protection against UV 

radiation; protection against micro-meteorites which travel at tremendous speeds which could 

puncture the garment if it is not resistant enough. 

The need for space suits rose when travelling at high altitudes became possible and the threat 

posed by low atmospheric pressure and temperature fluctuation became apparent. At high 

altitudes oxygen gets tinnier and the pressure that keeps our body fluids in our bodies becomes 

weaker. At 10.667 km atmospheric pressure is 3.5 pounds per square inch; whereas it is 14.7 

pounds per square inch at sea level. In addition without sufficient pure oxygen the astronaut can 

lose consciousness in a minute. 

Modern space suits are self-contained mini spacecrafts in themselves that have all the necessary 

elements to keep the scientist alive and aid him in his exploration. They even allow him or her to 

move about independently in space from the ISS module by a mechanism called SAFER  

(simplified aid for EVA rescue) which is an apparatus on the back pack of their suit with thruster 

jets which the astronaut controls  like we saw in the movie Gravity performed by actor George 

Clooney. 

In addition, to keeping the scientist and explorer alive these suits also allow for space walk or 

extra vehicular activity (EVA). Astronauts on the International space station (ISS) go out on 

space walks to fix equipment, conduct experiments, repair satellites, and perform other tasks. 

The first spacewalk was performed by Alexi Leonov and Ed white followed in a few months 

time. In addition to the suit they utilize safety tethers that are attached to themselves and to their 

space vehicle. It is an addition safety measure which keeps the astronauts from floating into 

space. 

The detail of every suit developed by Russian and American scientists in history is intricate and 

superfluous for this article; but, to mention few types of space suits: 



 SK-1 (worn by Yuri in 1961) 

 Navy Mark IV (used for project Mercury) 

 Gemini suits  

 Apollo Block IA1C 

 Apollo A7L (worn in the moon landing on Apollo 11) 

 Orlan suits (current Russian suits) 

 Advanced Crew Escape suit ( used for leaving and entering earth while in flight) 

 EMU (Extra vehicular mobility unit which is used  for EVA in earth orbit) 

Thus, in general based on the model, purpose and era they were developed they all differed. 

Space suits haven’t stagnated in design or improvement as well as purpose; they are being 

improved as time moves on and private companies like Space X and others join space 

exploration. 

 

 

   

    

 

  

 

 

 

 


